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ABSTRACT

The spacetime discontinuous Galerkin (SDG) method for hyperbolic problems [1] supports an
advancing-front solution algorithm that interleaves unstructured spacetime meshing with a patch-wise-
local finite element solution procedure. We exploit the local nature of the SDG algorithm to generate
spacetime meshes that adapt continuously to capture the trajectories of moving features such as shocks
and propagating cracks. Our implementation of the SDG method uses theTent Pitchermeshing algo-
rithm [2] to generate a sequence of patches of spacetime finite elements such that the solution on each
patch depends only on adjacent, previously-solved elements and boundary/initial data. We compute
the local finite element solution on each new patch as soon as it is generated; therefore, parallelizing
Tent Pitcher also parallelizes the SDG finite element solution. We describe here a highly asynchronous
parallel implementation of the adaptive Tent Pitcher algorithm, in which each processor can initiate
local adaptive operations at unpredictable points in space and time. We base our implementation on
the ParFUM framework [3] which in turn is based on the Charm++ runtime system [4]. We associate
subdomains of the spatial analysis domain with Charm++ objects whose methods can be invoked re-
motely. ParFUM manages the distributed data structures needed for parallel execution, with support for
asynchronous local adaptive operations and dynamic load balancing.

The SDG algorithm’s local and asynchronous nature offers several advantages for achieving a scalable
parallel implementation. In conventional time-stepping schemes, the ratio of the average to slowest
processor completion times determines the efficiency of processor utilization within each time step,
so great care must be taken to ensure a nearly uniform work load per processor per step. Our parallel
SDG algorithm does not require global synchronization, and therefore tolerates greater variability in
the work load per node. We exploit the SDG algorithm’s coarse-grained structure, where patch solution
times exceed meshing and communication times by more than an order of magnitude, to further im-
prove performance and scalability. We use object-based virtualization in Charm++ to assign multiple
subdomain objects, each with its own thread running Tent Pitcher, to a single physical processor. When
one object blocks for communication, another works on patch calculations. The coarse-grained SDG
algorithm makes this strategy for hiding communication latency particularly effective.



Our approach to achieving good performance and scalability is closely linked to the capabilities of
the Charm++ runtime system. Operations on subdomain boundaries occur irregularly in parallel Tent
Pitcher and tend to generate multiple, relatively small messages. This pattern is ill-suited to two-sided
communication schemes, but fits well the Charm++ asynchronous message model and benefits from the
runtime system’s ability to combine small messages automatically for greater efficiency. Local, asyn-
chronous mesh adaptation requires fine-grained locking and careful manipulation of subdomain ghost
layers; these are effectively managed by the ParFUM layer and abstracted away from the application
code.

Problems with shocks, moving crack-tip fields or other sharp solution features present a significant load
balance problem as they generate intense and highly dynamic adaptive mesh refinement. Periodic repar-
titioning of the spatial domain would be ineffective; these dynamic problems would require frequent
repartitioning and the resulting global synchronization would defeat the benefits of our asynchronous
algorithm. Instead, we rely on local measures of load imbalance and leverage the virtualization capa-
bilities of Charm++ to overdecompose the problem in order to mitigate the effects of dynamic adaptive
mesh refinement. Charm++ offers runtime instrumentation to identify subdomains with too many or too
few elements and provides numerous algorithms for migrating subdomain objects between processors
to achieve better load balance.

Possible enhancements to our parallel implementation include the possibility of dynamically splitting
and merging partitions on the fly to further improve load balance. The large granularity of patch solu-
tions suggests a nested approach to parallelism in which the patch solution is parallelized at the node
level, with Tent Pitcher still parallelized across nodes. This approach could leverage available algo-
rithms tuned for multicore performance as well as special-purpose floating-point hardware, such as
GPGPUs, without sacrificing the advantages of our current asynchronous parallel algorithm.
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